
Part 3. Installation and connection

3.1 Installation
3.1.1 Door stations

B) Flush mount

a. Produce a groove (115x70x41mm) on a proper 
     position in the wall( ).
b. Put the box in the groove and fix it in the wall 
     with screws and cement( ).
c. Take off the coat from the door panel with the
     enclosed driver( ).
d. Put the small seal behind the door panel and 
     fix them on the box with screws after connect 
     the cable( ).
e. Cover the panel with the coat and fix it( ).
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Model No. 6 

A) Surface mount

a. Take off the coat from the door panel with 
     the enclosed driver ( ).
b. Install the expansion plugs in the wall beside
     the cable( ).
c. Put the big seal behind the bracket and fix 
     both on the wall with the screws( ).
d. Put the small seal behind the door panel and 
     then fix both on bracket after connect the
     cable( )
e. Cover the door panel with the coat and fix them 
     with the screws and driver( ). 
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Please mind the soft plastic protector is put on the call switch. It is easy to drop.

Model No.9

a. Release the panel from the bracket with the enclosed 
     screw driver( ).
b. Choose a proper position and fix the big seal and bracket 
     on the wall with 2 screws ( ).
c. Put the panel on the bracket after connect the cable( )
d. Fix the panel from the bottom with the enclosed driver
     and screw( ).
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Model No.18 (Flush mount)
a. Produce a groove(86.4x154.4x55mm) 
     on a proper position of the wall( ).
b. Take off the door panel from the box
     with the enclosed screw driver( ).
c. Fix the box in the groove with screws
     and expansion plugs or cement( ).
d. Fix the door panel in the box with the 
     screws( ).
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